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Book Review
An Alphabet Story Z-to-A: Z Goes First

Z is tired of going last in the alphabet. So grabbing her best friend Y, they make their way through the alphabet, meeting a lot of entertaining letters along the way. After passing D with his dozens of doughnuts, LMNOP all stuck together, and cross X at the back, they find themselves in their original places. “Back to the front,” Z says, ready to do it all again.

This book is full of vivid and unique pictures that provide lots to look at! The bright colors create a cheerful feel and the landscapes seem appropriate for this type of adventure. This book also includes many fun play-on-words that produce a clever and funny text. The plot can be a little confusing, as Z ends up back at the end; however, this book offers children a fun way to review their letters and go through the alphabet while adventuring with Y and Z.